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ABSTRACT 

This report describes an Interactive-Computer-Based Leaming (ICBL) system using 

the Internet, which is developed for electrical engineering student in . higher 

educational center. The platform of ICBL is to use the website technique for 

improving the conventional learning by providing interactive notes, animated 

graphics, working examples, feedback form and quiz through the web. 
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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

In engineering education today, there is a growing movement to integrate into the 

curriculum several aspects of "real-life" engineering including design, teamwork, and 

comµmnication skills [l]. Also, the ability to access, synthesize, and present 

information is quickly becoming a mandatory skill in nearly every profession. One 

needs to look only as far as the explosion in popularity of the World Wide Web to see 

how the concept of information is encompassing not only the traditional linear 

stru9ture (page 1, 2 ,  3 ... ) but also the computer-based, hypermedia labyrinth. One 

outlQok foresees hypermedia as a pervasive purveyor of information in higher 

edu9ation [2]; however, similar arguments can be extended to nearly all professional 

fielq.s including engineering. In short, engineering graduates must be equipped with 

abilities beyond core technical knowledge. 

The computer language, HTML, used for Web pages is fairly simple, but it is still 

cap�ble of producing a range of substantive applications [3], a prerequisite for this 

proj�ct. Consequently, the users could concentrate their efforts on content and 

developing critical skills rather than learning an esoteric programming language. 

Ano\her purpose of the Web-authoring exercise stemmed from experience with 

typical student projects in a written format: after marking, the reports are seldom used 
�' 

again. Many projects are quite good and should be available as a resource or as a basis 

for further investigation. A Web format extends the utility of projects beyond the end 

of the semester because they are readily accessible on computer. 
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